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Lost Theaters of African American InternationaKsm:
Diplomacy and Henry Francis Downing in
Luanda and London

Recent cridcal approaches to the global travels and connecdons made by
African American writers and texts have revealed much regarding black inter-

nadonalism's reladon to ardsdc innovadon, U. S. imperialism, and the formadon of
black transnadonal consciousnesses. At the forefront of such studies, of course,
have been projects underscoring black travel and cultural work within the matrices
of the Black Adandc and the diasporan world more generally.̂  Meanwhile, comple-
menting and entering into dialogue with diasporan studies has been the field of
American Studies, which in recent years has sought to place American cultural
forms into greater internadonal and transnadonal perspecdves.^ Amy Kaplan's com-
mentary on this point has been both useful and provocadve, as she has called for an
increased focus upon the reciprocides between die U. S.'s "domesdc" cultures and
"foreign" policies ("Left" 17), and, more specifically, has also called for "the subject
of race and ethnicity" to be considered vis-à-vis the U. S.'s normally staid diplomadc
history ("Domesdcadng" 104). Such suggesdons, working in tandem with diasporan
studies, have promoted a cridcal milieu whose conjoined and-racism, and-imperial-
ism, and and-elidsm have led to a producdve emphasis upon the popular, resistant,
and opposidonal that operate within cridcal territory which too frequendy in the past
has been occupied by what Kaplan calls the internadonal world's "policy makers"
("Domesdcadng" 104) and "diplomadc eHtes" ("Left" 14).

Yet in focusing upon African American internadonalism "from below," crides
have tended to overlook a category of black internadonalist engagement that has
been more closely affiliated with the "diplomadc elites" referenced by Kaplan. In fact,
though dozens of black U. S. cidzens worked as U. S. diplomats during the late nine-
teenth and early twendeth centuries, Shelley Fisher Fishkin, in her extensive overview
of the "Transnadonal Turn in American Studies," was unable to cite any substandal
work on the U. S.'s black internadonal representadves.^ Instead, in a footnote, she
observes that "the experiences of black U. S. . . . diplomats . . . provide a promising
avenue of research" (49). The promise of this avenue has been recendy reempha-
sized by Ifeoma Kiddoe Nwankwo, who has insightfully treated Frederick Douglass's
diplomadc work in Haid as underscoring an African American "twice-doubled con-
sciousness" within the diasporan world (140). Similar cridcal promise is evinced by
Jacqueline Goldsby's important explorations of the interchange between James
Weldon Johnson's overlapping work as a U. S. consul and novelist in Venezuela and
Nicaragua.'̂  Yet an assessment of the cultural and cridcal legacy of African
American pardcipadon in internadonal diplomacy must involve more than a recov-
ery of the diplomadc dossiers of famed African American writers and cultural fig-
ures. Such an assessment, if it is to offer access to black U. S. diplomats' complex
range of engagements, also requires that we recover the dossiers of lesser known
figures whose writings and diplomadc experiences have tended to go unremarked.^

Ranked among this second group, black diplomat and playwright Henry Francis
Downing provides an illuminating window into the interplay among what Nwankwo
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and Goldsby have hinted at as the mutually reinflecting spheres of aesthetic, racial,
and international representation. Though largely forgotten today. Downing worked
as a U. S. consul in Luanda, Angola in 1887 and 1888, after which time he took the
phrase "Late U. S. Consul" as part of his entitiements. During the 1910s, further-
more, Downing's literary work shared space with the writings of W. E. B. Du Bois,
James Weldon Johnson, and Carter G. Woodson in the Grisif^ monthly "Selected
list of Books."*̂  By the 1920s, however, Downing's earlier work as a diplomat and
writer was largely unknown. His consulship had faded within the U. S. State
Department's institutional memory, and one Harlem Renaissance-era critic framed
Downing's literary work as part of the early "stream of literary and artistic products
. . . from Negro wtiters" that had been obscured by the then-current vogue surround-
ing black U. S. culture and writing (Harrison 352). ' Seeking to recover Downing
from the amnesia evinced by U. S. literary and diplomatic history, this article hopes
to lay the groundwork for future studies of Downing whue further exploring the
importance of permitting black involvement in U. S. diplomacy to assume an
increased prominence in the study of African American travel and internationalism.
Drawing upon Downing's complementary diplomatic and literary dossiers, this
essay provides the first substantial treatment of Downing's work as a prolific
London-based playwright during the 1910s. Whue focusing upon his play ̂  ATÍ»̂
Goon in Town: A Farncal Gomedy Made in England (1914), I argue that Downing's work
in diplomacy positioned him within a system of international representation
whose semiotic disjunctions and tensions contributed to his literary work's later
self-conscious theorization of black racial and aesthetic representation within an
international world.

More specifically, I argue that Downing weighs in upon the culturally contested
site of black racial (mis)representation withm the complex of geopolitical, economic,
and cultural discourses that has in recent years been desctibed as "colonial modernity,"
a term acknowledging the global effects of "a capitalism emanating from Euro-
America" (Dirlik 20) upon "the contemporaneity and the complicity of the modern and
the colonial" (19).̂  The interrelation of the colonial and the modern—epitomized
by transnational circuits of capital, diaspora, aesthetics, and scientific theory—
placed Africa (and people of African descent more generally) behind what one early
twentieth-century commentator called a "veil of misrepresentation" (Ellis, "Psych-
ology" 314). The early twentieth-century effects of this misrepresentative veil were
pervasive. In the United States, W. E. B. Du Bois recognized that white populations
fortified a white supremacist regime via a scientific and historical tradition that
"unconsciously distorted" the truth about Africa {hlack vii). In London, meanwhile,
a black collective observed that Britain's colonially interested media engaged in
"systematic . . . misrepresentation" of the empire's dark populations ("Foreward" iii).
Concomitantiy, on a transnational artistic front, aesthetic modernism's "primitivist"
streak saw modernists (among them Ezra Pound and Picasso) take Africa as a muse
while modifying "their style of [realistic] representation and experiment [ing] with a
non-representational aestiietic" (Lemke 1). Entering into dialogue with this trans-
discursive deployment of Africa as a trope, occasion, and muse for disjunctive
representational practices, Downing's A New Goon in Town is preoccupied with the
colonial and class-based formations that participated in brokering Africa's represen-
tation within the theater of colonial modernity. In exploring these representational
concerns, the play theorizes the ethical pitfalls and material benefits associated with
African yímerican race representation in a diasporan ld^*'

In a 1917 Grisis advertisement, Downing's publisher offered the following
description:
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Mr. Downing perhaps has had a more varied career than any other living Negro from the
Civil War to the war between the United States and Germany. He was the first colored man
to represent the United States at a city of white government, by appointment of President
Cleveland. He introduced Coleridge-Taylor to the London Public. He persuaded Liberia to
open its doors to foreign capital. Merely to recount his activities in public life of the past
fifty years would take a volume. But his highest renown has been won as a man of letters.
("Books")

The description was more than puffery. In 1917, this endorsement functioned to
reintroduce Downing to black Americans who had virtually forgotten he existed.
Although Downing was a New York Cit)' native, extensive travel had taken him,
un tu his 1917 return to Manhattan, a long way from home and a long way from the
attention of black communities in the U. S. Likely born in 1846 or 1851, Downing
was the nephew of civil rights leader George T. Downing. By the time he was thirty,
Henry Downing had served in the U. S. Navy twice, and his military and personal
travels had taken him throughout the Pacific as well as to West Africa. After his sec-
ond discharge from the Navy, Downing married and became a prominent black
New York Democrat during the 1880s. For his support. President Grover Cleveland
appointed him consul to Luanda, Angola, which was at that time a Portuguese colony.̂  ̂

The Crisis advertisement would later place this consulship first among the
accomplishments leading toward Downing's emergence as "a man of letters."
A glance at Downing's preoccupations while consïil suggests that the commerce
between his early work in international representation and later work in literary rep-
resentation was ample. Spanning from October 1,1887 to November 3,1888,
Downing's consulship situated him in a version of West Africa that would trouble
representational conventions for him as well as for writers commonly identified as
modernists. Arriving in Angola just two years after Leopold II of Belgium and
Henry Morton Stanley established the adjacent Congo Free State, Downing saw
"European countries emptying [the] fertile land of its products, and their citizens
growing wealthy."^ 2 Learning of Stanley's trespasses against U. S. citizens on the
Upper Congo, Downing requested that the State Department commission him to
travel up the river once a year.̂ ^ The Department's evident denial of this request
prevented Downing from traveling up the Congo as did Joseph Conrad, but the
consul's letters to the State Department occasionally contained passages that would
have been better suited to literary work than a consular dispatch. For instance,
where Conrad's Marlow would wonder if in Africa he had "stepped into the gloomy
circle of some Inferno" (14), Downing described Africa's "gloom," its "flitting bat,
and mournful cry of the owl, with the moon sending her light between the over-
hanging branches of the trees" as forming "a scene worthy of 'Dante's Inferno.' "̂ '̂

Unlike the modernists for whom Africa's "primitivism" became an aesthetic
muse, however. Downing did not take his great lessons in representational distor-
tion from Africa's so-called primeval gloom or its masks and curios; instead, for
Downing, these lessons arose from a consulship that asked him to contemplate
what could be called (to borrow a phrase from Kenneth Warren) "the problem of
constituency," or the fraught question of exactly whom or what he represented.^^
As a consul, of course. Downing ostensibly represented the U. S.'s trade interests in
Luanda. Yet upon his arrival he found that the U. S. had no trade with Angola. He
observed with some amount of indignation that in spite of the consulate's many years
of operation, merchants in Luanda did not even know that U. S. goods existed. '̂  It
seemed to Downing that the "United States [was] not interested in trade with
Angola," and he apparently felt the need to remind the Department of what ought
to have been obvious: "The object of the Government in sustaining a Consulate
here is, I judge, to advance the commercial interests of its country'^ ̂  That
Downing needed to remind the Department of a consul's role, and that he hedged
his reminder as he advanced it, points toward an important disconnect between the
supposed and actual representational functions of the U. S. consul in Luanda. In the
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absence of U. S. txade interests, Downing to a large extent represented only the the-
oretical potential for U. S. representation in Luanda.

Yet Downing felt that even this theoretical capacity to represent U. S. trade
interests was troubled by the meager salary he received from the State Department.
In Angola, he found his salary "sufficient to pay only 50% of the expense incidental
to the place," and he explained to the Department that this level of compensation was
"such as will force any one, not enjoying an income independent of his salary, into a
position which wül launch him into a vortex of embarrassment."^^ The Department

Dennis's two schemes—requiring Tenninus first
to impersonate an African political representative

and later an Africa-inspired sculpture—create a dramatic
work that brings Africa's international representation

and aesthetic representation into dialogue.

expected Downing to supplement his consular income by cultivating private trading
relationships, but Downing resented this expectation because it would seem to
impinge upon his ability to play the role of U. S. representative. He explained to the
Department that a "trading Consul not only is at times prejudiced in judgment. . . ,
but he also often finds occasion to make the performance of public duty give way
to private interests."^ ̂  In Downing's mind, cultivating personal trade would have an
effect similar to Marx's camera obscura {Al), turning the consul's role upside-down,
converting him from (U. S.) representative to (self-) represented. The threat inherent in
this reversal lay in its reflection of the Department's willingness to maintain Downing
as a diplomatic sign divorced from what ought to have been his national referent.
Such a disjunction was undoubtedly unsettling because it undercut the gesture
toward fuU African American citizenship that was implicit in African American per-
formance within the theater of the U. S.'s international diplomacy.̂ *̂  Or, to put it in
terms of the interrelation between performance and identity, the tensions between
Downing's consular script and performance in Luanda underscored (to the disap-
pointment of someone attempting to express his identity as a U. S. citizen) that he
could not internalize U. S. citizenship, that citizenship was "finally .. . impossible to
embody" (Buder 179).

By its conclusion, work in Africa had indeed launched Downing into a vortex
of difficulties, including a destabuizauon of representational and performative con-
ventions that would later surface in his literary writing. Under great financial stress,
he resigned his consulship and returned to New York, where he managed a
Brooklyn-based weekly newspaper and became a leader in the National Colored
People's Protective Association?^ In 1895, Downing and his second wife relocated
to London, where they would reside for some twenty-two years. Finding himself at
what was becoming a hub of the emerging black internationalist consciousness and
community. Downing in 1897 managed Paul Laurence Dunbar's first recital with
Samuel Coleridge-Taylor and lodged Dunbar while the famed poet wrote his first
novel. In the early twentieth century, Downing's residence in London also permitted
him to speak at the Pan-African Conference of 1900, write lyrics for black composer
Amanda Ira Aldridge, and befriend Nina Du Bois while her daughter Yolande
attended an English boarding school.^^ By the early 1910s Downing had taken a
strong literary turn. He wrote serial fiction for Duse Mohamed AU's London-based
(moderately) anti-colonial journal, the African Times and Orient ReviewP Also, in 1913
and 1914 he published at least eight plays and oversaw the Players and Playwrights
Association, a society apparently dedicated to helping amateur playwrights place
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their work with London stage managers.̂ '* Francis Griffiths, who puhlished six
plays by Downing, told the Citizen that in "Mr. Downing" he had found a dramatist
"of unusual originality and power" (qtd. in "Unacted Plays"). Downing's published
plays also drew praise from the African Times and noteworthy contemporary actors
and dramatists including Matheson Lang, John Drinkwater, and Herbert Tree.̂ ^
Apparendy, with these endorsements in hand. Downing "arranged for the produc-
tion of a number of his plays" at the Royal Court Theatre in 1914. The productions
were canceled, however, when the Royal Court shut its doors from June 1914 to
October 1915 during World War L As a result. Downing "lost [the] considerable
amount of money which he had already expended" on souvenir medallions for his
plays, which led to "arrears with his rent" and subsequent legal trouble.^^

Although Downing by 1914 had become one of the most prolific African
American playwrights to that point, his dramadc work has gone almost completely
unexamined. This is partially attributable to the fact that Downing's situation out-
side of the U. S. was not conducive to writing drama that can be classified as oper-
ating according the conventions of either the "race play" or the "folk play," which
were the predominant and insistently localist modes of African American drama
during the early twentieth century.^'Rather than working within dramatic territory
circumscribed by U. S. borders and racial tensions. Downing tended toward writing
cosmopolitan (if sometimes formulaic) drama with a distinct internationalist bent.
Also detracting from the playwright's critical reputation, Downing's most thorough
biographer has suggested that his dramatic oeuvre does not deal with race questions
(Contée 189), a statement which, in conjunction with the general unavailability of
E)owning's published plays, has undoubtedly curtailed interest in fiirther research.^^
Yet even his apparendy "raceless" plays display preoccupations with race, and a few
of his plays include prominent characters of African descent while addressing ques-
tions of racial inequality and injustice. For example. Human Nature (1913) rewrites
the story of Othello, setting it in contemporary England and casting the protagonist
as racially unmarked and hence presumably white. Another work largely preoccu-
pied with the lives of Europeans, The Shuttlecock (1913) is set in Russia in 1900 amid
a nihilist conspiracy but nonetheless features an African American woman who has
been "fotched . . . from America" (40) by a master who may not have acknowledged
the end of slavery. Voodoo (1914), meanwhile, deals quite extensively with issues of
race and is a historical drama depicting a failed Maroon revolt in Barbados running
parallel with England's Glorious Revolution.^^

Also addressing the legacies of slavery and colonialism, A New Coon in Town
evinces anti-colonial themes and preoccupies itself with the uses and limits of an
African heritage preserved during the Middle Passage. Furthermore, and relevant to
the project of coming to a greater understanding of the role of international diplo-
macy in African American writing, the play self-consciously treats the performance
of identity as it relates to interlocking modes of aesthetic, racial, and international
representation. Coon depicts the London-based misadventures of African American
antihero Terminus Quoddy, whose dialect alludes to a tradition of blackface min-
strelsy but whom Downing instructs "should act with restraint, and thus avoid
debasing the character to the level of the music-hall, minstrel type of Negro" (5).
Similar to Cato of William Wells Brown's The Escape, Terminus operates within and
against minstrel stereotypes—at some moments emerging as tractable but at others
as shrewd and intransigent. Susan Stewart has written of "distressed genres" in which
the literary stands "in imitation of" older oral and folk forms (68). Such literary
reproductions, she explains, create for themselves an "artifactual nature" through "a
process of appropriation, manipulation, and ultimately transformation for oral and
literary forms alike" (67, 68). Similarly, we might think of Terminus as a "distressed
character," one offering an allusion to minstrelsy's heyday while attempting to assert the
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superannuadon of "the music-hall, minstrel type of Negro." Such a representadon
of white supremacist stereotypes seeks to disrupt their transparent operadon by sit-
uating them as ardfacts from days gone by. This type of ardfactualizadon is also
showcased in Downing's treatment of Terminus's main antagonist, Dennis Flynn,
who throughout the play refers to Terminus as "Mr. 'Nigger,' " an epithet Downing
never permits to be spoken except when enclosed by quotadon marks. It is also
Dennis who calls Terminus the "NEW CoON IN TOWN" (13), a phrase redeployed
by the play's dde, which promises a minstrelesque spectacle while funcdoning in the
tradidon of Harriet E. Wilson's Our Nig by ironizing racially oppressive language.-̂ *̂

Terminus arrives in London on a catde boat that has sailed from the United
States. Acting upon a tradidon passed down from his great-grandfather, the traveler
is en route to Liberia, where he intends to claim a ruby farm to which he is ostensi-
bly heir. In London, however. Terminus finds himself in trouble with the law and is
rescued by—and hence indebted to—a man named Dennis Flynn. Having incurred
Terminus's obligadon, Dennis enlists the traveler as a reluctant pardcipant in two
schemes aimed at deceiving the Hebb family, a household of affluent Londoners who
draw their income from the African gem trade. Dennis's two schemes—requiring
Terminus first to impersonate an African polidcal representadve and later an Africa-
inspired sculpture—create a dramadc work that brings Africa's internadonal repre-
sentadon and aesthedc representadon into dialogue. In so doing. Coon caudons that
African Americans themselves may become performers within a pervasive system
of misrepresentadon as they assume the role of transnadonal race representadve.
Under some condidons, the play warns, African American representadon of Africa
may be as moot in reladon to Africa as Downing was, as a U. S. consul, in reladon
to the United States.

The play begins on a London street as Dennis greets Serena Hebb, the class-
conscious Hebb family matriarch. Looking askance at Dennis's attempt at conversa-
don, Serena spurns him as "just a common plebian" and condnues on her way (8).
Dennis is angered by Serena's snub and enlists Terminus in a class-driven plot
aimed at using her aristocradc bent to put her to shame: Terminus, concealing his
idendty as an indigent African American traveler, is to visit the Hebbs whue posing
as the representadve of an imaginary African dominion Dennis calls "Phoo Phoo."
That afternoon, announced as "His Magnificent Highness, Palaver Sauce, Prince of
Phoo Phoo" (30), Terminus enters the Hebbs' parlor, where the disguised catde
boat passenger turns to Serena and says, "Missus, my father, de King o' Phoo Phoo,
'structed me ter come an' smile at yo'." Seeing Serena's pleasure at entertaining an
aristocrat. Terminus continues, "Yes, missus, I represents de King." To this asser-
don of representadonal capacity, Serena's husband Septimus replies, "7\h, his
Majesty's ambassador?" and Terminus answers "O' co'se." In hopes of alleviating
the strain produced by his "very laborious" and dring "duty as AJmbassador" (33),
Serena offers Terminus food and drink. Terminus replies, "Missus, hasn't I said as
how I is de King o' Phoo Phoo's 'bassador? .. . Isn't de mos' 'portant part 'o a 'bas-
sador's duty eadn' an' drinkin', and talkin' erbout nuffin?" (34). Just as Terminus
begins to perform these ambassadorial dudes, however, Dennis blusters into the
room disguised as a detecdve. The "detecdve" scandalizes the Hebbs by calling the
"Ambassador" a thief and chasing him out of the home (35).

light though it may be, this scene explores the power modves and legidmacy of
African American involvement in speaking on behalf of diasporan populadons
generally and African populadons specifically. In portraying Terminus's coerced rep-
resentadon of Africa at die Hebb residence, the play seems to warn that African
Americans, when supposedly speaking for Africa, must also be wary of serving the
interests of a white society in which certain facdons have class-based and other
interests in seeing African Americans assume the role of "Ambassador" for other
populadons of African descent. Yet this scene does more than posidon certain
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African American representations of Africa as imbricated in white design; it also
allegorizes a sharp break between African American representations of Africa and
the "real" Africa. This break is especially evident in Downing's creation of Terminus
as an ambassador with only tenuous connections to an African referent. On this
point. Terminus's assertion that an ambassador's primary responsibility is to talk
about nothing is telling, for it is clear that Terminus the Ambassador represents a
double portion of nothing: Terminus is no "real" ambassador but is instead a
coerced impersonator of the representative of an ersatz African dominion (i.e.,
Phoo Phoo) whose imaginary geography situates it far from any physical continent.
In other words, simuar to Downing's earlier status as a consul in Luanda, Terminus
is divorced from his putative object of representation, with his performance con-
spicuously failing to ¡frame his African ancestry as a credential legitimizing speech on
behalf of Africa.

Terminus's faux representative role within Act One is suggestive of representa-
tional concerns that resonate with—and trouble—the contemporaneous declara-
tions of modernists such as Ezra Pound. Writing in London during the year of
Goon's publication. Pound dismissed the conventions that had traditionally linked art
to a seemingly objective world. Declaring that "[rjealism in literature [had] had its
run," Pound was weary of the realist's "analyses of the fatty degeneration of life."
Instead, as Pound expressed it, the "modern artist" produced "new wüd" art and
was the heir "of the witch-doctor and the voodoo" ("New" 68). If Pound's state-
ments were avant-garde in their disdain for the conventions that valorized a corre-
spondence between aesthetic representation and "life," his statements (deploying
images of the witch doctor and voodoo) nonetheless embraced the status quo dur-
ing an era of colonial modernity that took Africa as an occasion and muse for dis-
junctive representational practices within the arenas of history, politics, economics,
and science. As an imitation African ambassador, Downing's character Terminus
functions to interrogate the effects—upon Africa itself—of acquiescing to the use
of Africa as a rationale for disregarding the conventions that insist upon a corre-
spondence between the world of representation and the world of things. In Act One,
Terminus makes no treaty on behalf of the imagined dominion of Phoo Phoo.
Of course, knowing of Terminus's status as an impostor, disinterested onlookers
would recognize any such treaty as void—as a misfired attempt to do things with
words (Austin 16). But the Hebbs, as self-interested dealers in the African gem
trade, might well insist that a treaty made on behalf of the imaginary dominion of
Phoo Phoo ought to be honored by a "real" Africa that is susceptible to material
exploitation. Goon saves such an eventuality for Acts Two and Three, allowing this
early scene's fake diplomatic encounter merely to hint at the danger that Terminus
may use his "ambassadorship" to treat on behalf of a "real" Africa.

Act Two finds Dennis in an art studio maintained by his friend Saxon Langston,
who is both a starving artist and the suitor of the Hebbs' daughter, Mary. Saxon
and Mary's romance has previously been stified because Serena believes Saxon is a
"fortune hunter" (21), but Saxon has recentiy come to an agreement with the
Hebbs. He will be permitted to marry their daughter if, when the Hebbs visit
Saxon's studio, they are convinced of his talent as a sculptor. In preparation for the
Hebbs' visit, Saxon presentiy shows Dennis the sculpture with which he hopes to
win Mary's hand. He pulls back a curtain to reveal, poised upon a platform, a semi-
nude statue of an African chief named Lodango. Saxon's statue takes its mimetic
responsibility seriously, as is evident from Dennis's exclamation, "Why, it seems so
natural-Hke... . Don't allow any cold wind to blow against [the statue] . . . for if you
do . . . you'll be hearing him sneeze" (45). Shortiy before the Hebbs visit, however,
the statue is shattered, and Saxon panics until Dennis presents a solution: "The effi-
gy represented a 'nigger' and it could be imitated." He continues: "Why not hire a
live 'nigger'. . . and stand him on the platform for Mr. Hebb to gaze at him" (48).
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The next day, responding to a vague request from Dennis, Terminus arrives at
Saxon's studio unaware of Dennis's plan. Dennis and Saxon immediately lock
Terminus in the room and threaten to beat him if he will not "enter into . . . [a]
treaty" (57) to pose as a semi-nude statue of an African chieftain. Terminus resists,
but die two conspirators begin stripping him by force undl he agrees to remove his
own clothes (61). As Terminus strips, Dennis and Saxon notice a red stone that
their captive removes from his pants pocket. Terminus explains that the stone,
according to family tradition, had been brought from Africa to America by his
great-grandfather. Terminus further explains that before becoming entangled with
Dennis, he was on his way to reclaim his progenitor's ruby farm. Covetously, Saxon
convinces Terminus to sell him the stone and the ruby farm. And upon making this
treaty, Saxon exclaims, "Dennis, we'll form a company!.. . We'll name it 'The
Negrobian Grab, Chartered and Limited.' " Dennis, in turn, adds that they will
appoint one Sir Habisham Jobsdon to manage the company. Hearing the name
Habisham Jobsdon, Terminus protests that Jobsdon is prejudiced against Africans, and
Dennis subsequently attempts to pacify Terminus by telling him that Jobsdon has
"changed his mind about the 'niggers' " (64). Though Terminus remains uncon-
vinced, the party drops the topic in preparation for the Hebbs' visit.

Upon the Hebbs' arrival during Act Three, Saxon draws the curtain to reveal
Terminus "wearing leopard skins and armed with native weapons . . . on the plat-
form." Mary and her father praise Saxon's "statue" as "Admirable" and "Excellent,"
but Serena does not share their enthusiasm. She contends, "It is very much out of
drawing! It has any number of faults! [Saxon], your knowledge of the anatomy of
the human form is anything but correct!" Then, conspicuously failing to recognize
the "Ambassador" she entertained a day earlier, Serena explains that Palaver Sauce
of Phoo Phoo has visited her only yesterday and his "form had none of the eccen-
tric curves and—and—botches this thing has" (70). While Saxon apologizes for the
apparent mimetic failures of his "sculpture," a wasp flies through the open window
and stings Terminus on the nose (72). Terminus suddenly runs screaming through
the studio, and in the commotion the ruby flies into the air, falling into Septimus's
possession. As a gem dealer, Septimus cries, "Good Heavens! What a ruby!" (73),
and Saxon, thinking quickly, transfers his contract for the ruby and mine to Septimus,
who in turn consents to Saxon and Mary's marriage.

Acts Two and Three are meant to provoke a certain amount of laughter. Yet we
would do well to approach Downing's farcical comedy via the remarks of his dra-
matic contemporary in London, George Bernard Shaw, who explained that through
farcical comedy "we are permitted to discuss in jest what we may not discuss in
earnest" (34). Coon couches within its levity several incisive critiques that repay fur-
ther attention. Even superficially, the play's anti-colonial stance is evident. Terminus
critiques Europe's exploitation of Africa when he disparages the colonial practice of
trading "a string o' glass beads, or a ol' hat" for a diamond mine (62). Furthermore,
he strongly objects to the name Sir Habisham Jobsdon. When told Jobsdon will be
made the managing director of the Negrobian Grab, Terminus exclaims,

I doesn't know [Sir Habisham Jobsdon] . . . but I'se hyead a heap o' talk erbout him. He's
dat pusson dat said as how de swamps an' jungles, in Africa, was de proper places fur cuUud
folks ter lib in, while de hills, an' odder healthy spots, should be 'propdated by de white
folks. I doesn't cotton ter de idea o' havin' dat Sir Habisham Jobsdon. Deed I doesn't!" (64)

Even when Dennis tries to pacify Terminus by telling him that Jobsdon would now
"let [Africans] have everything a white man has," Terminus doubts that Jobsdon's
prejudice could "melt out o' a pussun sudden-like" (64). Sir Habisham Jobsdon
bears a striking resemblance to British colonialist and African explorer Sir Harry
Johnston, who not only shared an honorific and initials with Terminus's object of
opprobrium but also shared a policy that "reserved the [African] Highlands as being
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suitable for European setders," a policy that gave rise to Africa's so-called White
Highlands (MacPhee 49). Terminus's protests recast Johnston's famous colonial
negotiations for ùit Highlands as appropriations of the Highlands, thereby undercutting
Europe's supposed right to participate in the procurement of African lands. The sense
of colonialists as interlopers in African affairs would likely be heightened during a
performance of the comedy, as the actor playing Terminus could (with the intro-
duction of an adroidy placed pause) transform the name Hahisbam Johsdon into the
phrase Have a sham, fob's done. Downing's sardonic rechristening of Johnston and
Terminus's skepticism regarding the colonialist's reformation reflect the suspicions
that Downing and his circle harbored regarding Johnston's enduring race prejudice
(in spite of the apparent rapprochement consútated by Johnson's affiliation with the
1911 Universal Races Conference).^^ Yet Jobsdon's negative portrayal within the
play is more than a critique of Johnston, as Terminus's disdain also functions to
criticize those of African descent who had begun warming to the former colonial
administrator. Where some highly visible African American figures had begun con-
ducting fairly cordial relations with Johnston by this time. Coon suggests that even
an African American who "doesn't measure knee-high" alongside the "advanced"
members of his race (13) should know better than to trust the likes of Johnston.^^

In spite of his objections to Europe's colonization of Africa, Terminus ulti-
mately consents to the colonially driven coercion that asks him, as an African
American, to pose as someone capable of treating on behalf of an Africa he has
never seen. It is in this connection that the play resumes and further explores its
earlier warning regarding white society's uses for African Americans as transnational
race representatives. Act One has earlier positioned Terminus as the specious political
representative of an African king, and now Acts Two and Three depict him as a
specious aesthetic representation of an African chief. In considering the significance
of Terminus's imitation chieftainship, we may usefully turn toward Robert Miles
and Malcolm Brown's explanation that the colonial class's "creation of African
chiefs" was a major strategy by which Europeans appropriated African lands (125).
Especially in Kenya, Miles and Brown observe, few "populations had individual
chiefs but it did not prove difficult to find individuals willing to fulfill this role when
it enabled them to accumulate land and livestock" (125). The created chiefs, in turn,
produced a façade of consolidated African power and thereby provided the condi-
tions necessary for colonialists to negotiate for African land ownership (125-26).
When Terminus stands in for a sculpted African chief that has been created by
Saxon (whose name itself is allegorically suggestive), we see a reflection of the
strategy discussed above—especially inasmuch as Saxon negotiates with this imita-
tion chief for the possession of a ruby mine. Yet the scene emphasizes that Saxon's
coercion does not operate in the absence of Terminus's consent. Indeed, when pre-
sented with the opportunity to sell rights to the mine for fifty pounds sterling (63),
Terminus is quite pleased that Saxon interprets his African descent as constituting
die audiority to speak on behalf of Africa. This facet of the scene communicates
the play's suggestion that African Americans, like African "chiefs," may become
pawns in Europe's colonial designs, facilitating Africa's material exploitation in
exchange for the acquisidon of personal wealth, power, or prestige.

I do not want to suggest that Downing looked askance at all representations of
Africa by African Americans (or that he was consistendy a saint toward Africa), but
the play undoubtedly offers a warning regarding the economic and power forma-
dons that may compromise the accuracy and disinterestedness of African American
representadons of Africa.̂ ^ Coon, uke Antonio Gramsci's later hypothesis, warns of
"American negroes" [sic] as "agents in die conquest of die African market." Unlike
Gramsci, however, who hypothesized that African Americans would be specifically
useful to "the extension of American civiUzadon" in Africa (21), Downing's play
emphasizes that African Americans must be wary of serving as ersatz African
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representatives to any political or economic entity in need of a transnational
"chief" willing to speak illegitimately on behalf of African interests. Less direcdy.
Coon may also allude to the type of (mis)representation of Africa showcased in
Jesse Shipp, Will Marion Cook, and Paul Laurence Dunbar's 1902 musical In
Dahomey. Discussing a 1903 London performance of this comedy, a reviewer for the
London Times described the production's depiction of Africa as having "a kind of
ethnological purpose," but he also observed that the comedy evoked a world in
which "coon songs . . . are made to seem like the obvious expression of genuine,
if somewhat elementary, emotions" ("Shaftesbury"). Certainly, as Downing's play
portrays Afiica's facetious representation as having consequences for the material Africa,
Coon speaks in cautionary ways to what the Times review suggests as In Dahomey's
presentation of the "coon song" as a stand-in for objective science on the subject of
Africa.

Interestingly, Coon turns to the conventions of aesthetic representation to com-
ment upon the dangers of Africa's political and economic misrepresentation. On
the platform. Terminus stands in imitation of an aesthetic representation of an
African chief, and Serena's words upon seeing this "statue" permit the play to cast
Terminus's political distortions of Africa's interests in terms of mimetic failure.
When the curtain is drawn, Serena protests that the "statue" is "very much out of
drawing," that its adherence to "the human form is anything but correct," and that
it is covered with "eccentric curves" and "botches." Serena's particular phrases
invite us to consider Terminus's misrepresentation of Africa in terms of aesthetic
modernism's representational experimentation. In describing Terminus as "out of
drawing," for instance, Serena's language is homologous with descriptions of
Picasso's early work and other "modern paintings" of the era, which were also
described as "out of drawing." '̂̂  Meanwhile, Serena's dissatisfaction with Saxon's
"incorrect" and "eccentric" rendering of "the human form" resonates with the
stance of conservative art critic Sir Charles Waldstein, who in 1914 cautioned young
artists against the emergent trend of portraying "eccentric forms" that were "in
opposition to the broad laws of nature" (47). Quite clearly, Serena does not worry
that the "statue" constitutes an avant-garde aesthetic statement (in the mode of
Pound, Picasso, Stein, or Hemingway). She merely sees it as bad. As Ernest
Hemingway intimated to Gertrude Stein, however, there is a fine distinction
between "bad" (as in poorly rendered) and "bad" (as in rendered according to a
modernist aesthetic). The former indicates a lack of artistic proficiency while the
latter performs its mimetic infidelity with self-conscious knowingness. Whether or
not Downing meant for Serena's words to equate Terminus's political and economic
misrepresentation of Africa with aesthetic modernism's self-conscious representa-
tional disruptions. Coon is undoubtedly self-conscious in its treatment and equation
of the aesthetic and political disruptions surrounding African representations.
Downing's knowingness should posidon him, along with other black diplomats
schooled in a disjunctive system of colonially inspired international representation,
as part of a truly lost generadon of black travelers. Their cultural production con-
stitutes, to borrow from Susan Stanford Friedman, an "expressive dimension of
modernity" that "share[s] family resemblances" (if not racial politics) with other
aesthetic expressions that also responded to the epoch's tumultuous conditions (432).

One of the many "lost" qualities of Downing's case involves our limited
knowledge of his plays' performance histories. And it is interesting to note

that the international travels that informed his dramatic work also functioned to
disrupt his efforts to maintain a personal archive, one that might have offered infor-
mation on the question of performance. In 1917 Downing "left England hurriedly.
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by order of a physician, because [his] nerves were so shattered by German air raids
over London . .. that [his] sanity was threatened."^*^ He returned to Manhattan with
such haste that his "papers .. . [were] packed higgledy piggledy in three parcels" and
remained in England, perhaps with friends. Four years later. Downing still had not
been able to arrange for his papers' return, explaining that he lacked sufficient
funds to pay for their shipment.^^ While present access to these papers would likely
reveal greater information on the lost performance histories of Downing's plays, his
papers' current location—and indeed existence— îs uncertain. In the meantime,
information is scarce. As previously noted. Downing "arranged for the production of
a number of his plays" at the Royal Court Theatre in 1914, but the war that eventu-
ally drove him away from London also caused the cancellation of these productions,
which in turn resulted in serious financial and legal difficulties. Summarizing the
effects of these difficulties in a 1915 letter to the State Department, Downing
described himself as "a playwright" who was earlier "generally held in good repute"
but "is now scorned and despised, and . . . in a position which renders it exceedingly
difficult if not impossible for him to successfully follow his profession."^^ In spite
of his "good repute" as a playwright, it seems likely that Downing's London plays
were never professionally produced. This becomes clear in a 1920 Chicago Defender
article in which the reporter, apparentiy after an interview with Downing, observes
that Downing's London-based "dramatic writings" won "high praise from . . . well
known English actors and managers." These plays were published, the article con-
tinues, "by a leading British publisher as the best unacted plays submitted to him,
and which he published simply because of their real merit" ("Race"). Given
Downing's evident interest in providing the reporter with information on his suc-
cesses, it would be surprising for the article to neglect mentioning professional per-
formances that may have occurred after the plays' publication.

Yet Downing's apparent fauure to acknowledge any professional productions
should not detract from the likelihood that some of his plays were performed pri-
vately or by amateur actors, including perhaps Downing himself. In the early 1910s,
Downing managed what he referred to as the Players and Playwrights Association.
Little is known about this particular organization, but in 1908 and 1909 the
London's Playwrights' Association (also known as the Unacted Authors'
Association) worked to help unacted authors place quality plays with London stage
managers ("Unacted Authors"). At the same time, London's Amateur Players'
Association held competitions and performances of plays by its members
("Amateur"). By the early 1910s, one or both of these associations may have
become Downing's Players and Playwrights Association. Even if this was not the
case, however, Downing's club undoubtedly had aims similar to those of the two
earHer associations, making it probable that Downing (as organization manager)
arranged for informal or amateur performances of some of his own plays.^°We
may have a written dramatization of such performances in Planng Paul's Play, a one-
act that Downing coauthored with his wife Margarita. In this play, the frustrated
playwright Paul Massy collaborates with his wife Rita (short for Margarita) to per-
form a dramatic scene designed to interest a professional actor-manager in produc-
ing a play called "Human Nature," written by Paul but sharing a titie with
Downing's drama of the same name. Thinly veiled stand-ins for Downing and
Margarita themselves, Paul and Rita reference a "theatrical fête" planned by "our
club" (9), and Rita claims that "as an amateur" she has "often" "appeared in the
glare of the footlights" (21). Regarding amateur performances, it is also interesting
to note that each of Downing's full-length plays published by Francis Griffiths con-
tains a prefatory note that the "Amateur Fee for each and every performance" was
"Five Guineas payable in advance." Further research may illuminate the amateur
performances about which presentiy we may merely speculate.
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Another area for further research involves Downing's activities upon returning
to Manhattan in 1917. After being driven from London by German air raids.
Downing settied in Harlem. Back in New York City, his internationalist bent some-
times caught the attention of William H. Ferris of the Negro World, and he occasion-
ally wrote for the New York World and the Messenger.'^^ Recalling his presence at the
latter magazine's Sunday forums and Saturday afternoon gab sessions, George S.
Schuyler remembered Downing as "a walking compendium of Negro history and
lore," who "had once been U.S. consul at Luanda" and had "written . . . several
plays in England" (146). Having returned from these political and aestiietic out-
posts. Downing brought his longstanding interest in drama to Harlem. He evidentiy
kept up with the efforts of Du Bois's Krigwa Players Iittie Negro Theater
(Downing, "Samuel" 266) and reportedly became vice president of another African
American Iittie theater group, the National Ethiopian Art Theater (NEAT), which
claimed James Weldon Johnson as treasurer (Work 53) .'̂ ^ Also in the early 1920s,
Downing arranged for the Quality Amusement Company (affiliated with the
Harlem-based Lafayette Players) to produce his final drama, A Racial Tangle, which
purported to "take . . . place amongst our people in Harlem and Brooklyn, and the
characters all are Colored persons such as we meet and talk with every day"
("Race"). The production was either canceled or its details lost, but given tiie localist
and nationalist aesthetics that animated A Racial Tangle and Downing's involvement
with NEAT, it is fair to say that in Downing we may have not only a lost figure in
African American and black diasporic drama but also an intriguingly internationalist
prehistory for a decidedly localist Httie theater movement which, in Du Bois's
words, demanded "plays of real Negro life" tiiat were "About us... By us. . . Forus
. .. Nearu/' ("Krigwa" 134).'*2

In approaching the intertwined legacies of Downing's careers as diplomat and
writer, more is at stake than the recovery of one of African American literature's
extensive travelers and prolific playwrights. For Downing and other black U. S.
diplomats of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, ambassadorship
became not only an enduring index of identity but a trope informing the ways in
which racial and aestiietic representation were both theorized and performed.
When viewed from this perspective, we may trace for the U. S.'s early black writer-
diplomats a legacy extending to the famous black writers and travelers who suc-
ceeded them. Langston Hughes and Richard Wright, for instance, also theorized
African American engagement with the international world through the trope of
ambassadorship, with Wright praising Hughes as a "cultural ambassador" who had
"represented the Negroes' case, in his poems, plays, short stories and novels, at the
court of world opinion" (600), while Hughes, in one of his Simple stories, signified
upon the role of diplomat with the figure of the African American "hip-to-mat,"
who would tell the "big countries of tiie world" to "wake up" and "let everybody
have civU rights, white, black, yellow, brown, gray, grizzle, or green" (163). Such
writers' extensive travel, and indeed geographic and psychic exile, has sometimes led
critics to conceive of them as the literary progeny of the Anglo-American mod-
ernists. Amdtjit Singh, for instance, has remarked that "Wright emerged in tiie
1950s as a literary descendant of the American expatriate writers of the 1920s
whose craft and vision were shaped by European experience and influence."
Singh continues: "But he was also a descendant of slaves who made it his business
to shape crosscultural perspectives on issues of identity, race, and colonialism—
subjects neglected for the most part by the white Anglo-American modernists"
(226). Such an observation of dual literary ancestry is perspicacious, and given their
common travel and exile, their common preoccupations with the legacies of slavery,
and their common theorization of internationalist speech via the trope of ambassa-
dorship and diplomacy, we should situate Downing (along with other African
American writer-diplomats including Frederick Douglass, George Washington Ellis,
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James Weldon Johnson, and John Stephens Durham) as part of an alternative and
largely unconsidered literary and cultural genealogy of some of African America's
most famous "hip-to-mats" and "cultural ambassadors." The works of these earlier
writers do not offer pat, transhistorical answers to questions regarding later mani-
festations of black internationalism, but placing increased critical pressure upon
these writers as ambassadors and forerunners will undoubtedly contribute to a
remapping of the geopolitical and ethical terrain that became the site of later
interanimations of racial, aesthetic, and international representation.

For their insightful questions and suggestions, I am grateful to participants in Michael Chaney's Notes
seminar at the 2007 Futures of American Studies Institute. I am also indebted to David Krasner,
Heather Nathans, Lotta Lofgren, and Harry Stecopoulos for reading and offering important com-
ments on drafts of this essay.

1. See Gilroy's The Black Atlantic as well as Campbell, Baldwin, Mullen, Stephens, Nwankwo, and
Edwards.

2. For an overview of American Studies' "transnational turn," see Fishkin.
3. For a discussion of black U. S. ministers and ambassadors, see Miller 7-55. For an overview of

black U. S. consular officers during this era, see Justesen.
4. See Goldsby's "Keeping the 'Secret of Authorship' " and A Spectacular Secret 164-213.
5. A handful of names might be included in this group. George Washington Ellis and John

Stephens Durham wrote novels. The Leopard's Claw and Diane, Priestess of Haiti, respectively. William
Henry Hunt and Mifflin Wistar Gibbs wrote autobiographies treating their work as U. S. consuls.
Alexander P. Camphor and Richard C. Bundy used their assignments as diplomats in Africa as occa-
sions to collect folklore.

6. See especially Crisis issues during 1918.
7. See W. E. to D. F., 16 Nov. 1925, in Decimal File 1910-1929 [DF], 382.1154 Am 3/-. Record Group 59:

General Records of the State Department [RG 59]. National Archives at College Park, MD.
8. For further commentary on colonial modernity, see Mignolo and Young 374-78. Generally, I take

"colonial modernity" to encompass the cultural formations arising from the global interactions of
peoples brought into contact by Euro-American colonialism, which of course had a temporal trajecto-
ry of centuries. Within this essay, however, I am specifically addressing colonial modernity's late
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century interactions with a swath of discourses ranging from eco-
nomic to scientific to political and aesthetic.

9. For more on modernist primitivism, see Clifford, Foster, and North 37-99.
10. In referring to "misrepresentation" and representational "distortion," this essay of course does

not mean to imply the possibility of a direct or "true" imitative relationship between signs and
things. Using this language, however, is important to understanding the cultural forms in question
on their own terms.

11. For Downing's general biographical information, see Contée, Rodgers, and Peterson.
12. Downing to G. L. Rives, 3 Oct. 1888. Despatches from United States Consuls in St. Paul de Loanda,

1854-93 (DUSC), Roll 5, vol. 4.
13. Downing to James D. Porter, 18 Nov. 1887. (DUSC, Roll 4, vol. 4.)
14. Downing to the Department of State, 29 Jan 1888, containing Downing's report to G. L. Rives,

12 Jan. 1888. (DUSC, Roll 5, vol. 4.)
15.1 allude to Warren's essay "Frederick Douglass's Life and Times: Progressive Rhetoric and the

Problem of Constituency."
16. Downing to George L. Rives, 30 Dec. 1887. (DUSC, Roll 4, vol. 4.)
17. Downing to James D. Porter, 14 Nov. 1887. (DUSC, Roll 4, vol. 4.)
18. Downing to His Excellency [Grover Cleveland], 18 Nov. 1888. Grover Cleveland Papers (GCP),

Series 2, reel 65. See also Downing to G. L. Rives, 18 Aug. 1888. (GCP. Series 3, reel 124.)
19. Downing to G. L. Rives, 31 Jan. 1888. (DUSC, Roll 5, vol. 4.)
20. This function of African American participation in international diplomacy is observed in

Goldsby's explanation of James Weldon Johnson's diplomatic service as tied to a desire "to claim his
national identity under the aegis of the state" ("Keeping" 245). A similar logic surfaces in Kaplan's
observation of African Americans' work to "prove their national identity as [U. S.] imperial citizens
by their participation in wars abroad" (Anarchy 163).
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21. Though Downing's weekly paper is not known to exist in any archives, it was mentioned in his
obituary ("Henry Downing"). In the press, it was variously referred to as either The Message or The
Messenger (see "Was He Ejected" and "Something"). His involvement in the National Colored
People's Protective Association (as Chairman of the Executive Committee) was alluded to in several
letters of introduction provided in 1893 and 1894 by governors from the states of Ohio, Minnesota,
Michigan, and Massachusetts (see "Testimonials" in DF 341.112 D75. RG 59.) The Protective
Association "aimed to fight against southern outrages such as lynchings, peonage, and disfranchise-
ment" (Reed 127). At the Columbian Exposition in 1893, the Association held a meeting at which
Dowrüng was appointed to the Executive Committee, and Ida B. Wells and Frances E. W. Harper
were appointed to the Ladies' Auxiliary Board ("They Will").

22. For information on Downing's involvement with Dunbar and Coleridge-Taylor, see Downing,
"Samuel Coleridge Taylor" 267; the London Times makes note of Downing's Pan-African Conference
speech in "Pan-African Conference"; Downing wrote the lyrics for "Where the Paw-paw Grows,"
composed by Montague Ring (pseudonym of Amanda Aldridge, daughter of famed actor Ira
Aldridge); Jeffery P. Green mentions that Downing was one of Nina's only associates in London
(252).

23. See Downing's incompletely published story/novella "A Black and White Tangle."
24. Downing's leadership of the Players and Playwrights Association is mentioned in Downing to

Reginald McKenna, 11 Apr. 1915 (DF 341.112 D75. RG 59).
25. The African Times and Orient Review's reviews of Downing's play The Arabian Lovers appear in

the August and November-December 1913 editions. For reference to other praise for Downing's dra-
matic work, see "Race Playwright."

26. For Downing's account of his plays' scheduling at the Royal Court Theatre, see Downing to
Reginald McKenna, 11 Apr. 1915 (DF 341.112 D75. RG 59). In corroboration of Dowrung's account of
his plays' cancellation due to war, the Times ceased announcing performances at the Royal Court
between June 10,1914 and September 17,1915 (see "Play" and "News"). A reference on December 8,
1914 finds the theatre operating as a workroom giving "employment to Chelsea girls who have lost
their work through the war" ("Chelsea").

27. For a gloss of these genres, see Marsh-Lockett 7-8.
28. While copies of Downing's plays are not readily available, collections of these plays are had at

the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, the University of Pennsylvania's Franklin
Library, the Library of Congress, and the British Library.

29. Other plays by Downing include The Arabian Lovers (1913), which retells an Arabian Nights tale
in a manner resonating with The African Times and Orient Review's pan-African Asianist stance. Lord
Eldred's Other Daughter (1913) alludes to Coleridge-Taylor's Hiawatha and implies that a woman from
Conakry may be of mixed African and European ancestry. Incentives (1914) deals with a British capi-
talist intent upon providing a war loan to an expansionist nation called "Nightmaria"; however, the
capitalist's somewhat shady past as a gold prospector in the western U. S. comes back to haunt him.
Downing also published a one-act play. Placing Paul's Play (1913), written in collaboration with his
wife.

30. It is worth noting that before the play's publication in 1914, Downing declined to include
Dennis's phrase as the titie, instead referring to the manuscript as "The Statue and the Wasp."

31. Though Johnston had earlier worked to appropriate swaths of African land, he was by 1911
deemed sufficiently sympathetic to interracial unity that he was invited to be a member of the
Universal Races Central Executive Committee ("Report" 29). The editors at the African Times and
Orient Review, however, found ample evidence to suggest Johnston's prejudice ran deeper than he
acknowledged ("Mrs. Besant").

32. Booker T. Washington had Johnston as a visitor at Tuskegee in 1908 (Johnston, "Negro"), and a
few years later W. E. B. Du Bois would write to James Weldon Johnson regarding a visit with
Johnston (Levy 179).

33. Commenting on some of Downing's literary representations, Ida Gibbs Hunt (wife of African
American consul William Henry Hunt) remarked that Downing had failed to produce "a sympathetic
portrayal of African character and customs." However, she also remarked that Dowrüng "shows . . .
that he does not always approve of the European method of dealing with the African" (444). Concern-
ing Downing's economic representations of Africa, we may turn to Coon's dedication to May French-
Sheldon, an early white female African explorer who endorsed both a European and a U. S. approach
to Africa invested in "a particular interweaving of commercial interests with scientific altruism" and
"racial uplift" that resonated "with the sorts of 'anti' or 'new' imperialist rhetoric" that rejected the
colonialist project's traditional violence (Boisseau 13). Downing was a "stockholder of a considerable
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portion of the stock" of French-Sheldon's failed Americo-Liberian Industrial Company, which had
aims of growing cotton in Liberia in the first decade of the 1900s (see William Karlin to Secretary of
State, 11 Nov, 1925, DF 382,1154 Am 3/-, RG 59,), Downing's view of the role of Western capital in
Africa was apparently fairly consistent with that of French-Sheldon, as he hoped foreign investments
and African American colonization of Liberia "would greatly benefit Liberia, [and] also be very prof-
itable to the United States from a commercial and financial point of view" (see Downing to the
Department of State, 8 Sept, 1921 in DF 882.5511/8, RG 59, Microfilm M-0613, Roll 29). It is clear from
Downing's writings, however, that his ambitions were not the extension of U, S, or European
empires but the uplift of Africa in general and Liberia in particular,

34, See Sheean 203 and Wells 143,
35, Upon taking inspiration from Stein and modeling his writing after Cezanne's paintings,

Hemingway wrote to Stein, "[Writing] used to be easy before I met you. Certainly was bad. Gosh,
I'm awfully bad now but if s a different kind of bad" (qtd, in Knight 123-24),

36, Downing to William M, Calder, 21 June 1921 (DF, 482,112975/-, RG 59), Also during 1917 and
before leaving London, Downing saw the publication of The American Cavalryman, which is his only
completely published novel. The back matter in Coon lists the apparently unpublished novels A Black
and White Tangle (which was incompletely serialized in the African Times), The Shuttlecock, and White
Wench. The two latter novels were likely merged to create The American Cavalryman.

37, Downing to William M, Calder, 21 June 1921 (DF, 482,112975/-, RG 59),
38, Dowrung to the Secretary of State of the United States, 20 May 1915 (DF 341,112 D75, RG 59),
39, On Downing's club, see Dowiung to Reginald McKenna, 11 Apr, 1915 (DF 341,112 D75, RG 59),
40, See Ferris's "An African Novel" (1920) (Martin 26-27) and "Books on Liberia" (1922) (Marfin

151-52), For Downing's obituary, see "Henry Downing" and "H, F, Downing," For Downing's publi-
cations in the Messenger see "Samuel Coleridge Taylor" and his short story "Poopie," His arficle
"Protest Over O'Neill's Play Recalls Day of Ira Aldridge" (republished in the Chicago Defender)
acknowledges the "Courtesy of New York World,"

41, For more on NEAT, see Martin,
42, Alain Locke's The New Negro (1925) lists Downing's final drama in its compilafion of black

plays, "Negro Drama: Select List of Plays of Negro Life," This list tends to provide production details
when available, but no details are provided for Downing's play (432),

43, For instance, decades after his relafively brief diplomatic work in Luanda, Downing continued
using titles such as "Former Consul," "Ex-Consul," and "Late Consul" (see his "Protest" and the
fronfispiece of his pamphlet Liberia and Her People). Historian Allison Blakely has noted that in "the
Negro press a consul would be referred to with the title 'Honorable' for the rest of his life, even if he
served only for a year in some obscure foreign post" (14),

44, See also Campbell.
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